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Revised Scope of Work 

 
Item1   Hot Food Counter 
            LTI/Specline EF5-CPA-MOD 82” (3) hot wells, (2) quick switch wells open base rear, s.s.  
            top, fiberglass panel body, recessed top for sheet pans, 4” cutting board, FSCP protector  
            guard with LED lights for full service operation, drains and manifold, 5” casters, 34” height,  
            s.s. removable toe kicks front side unit only, special locking bar to attach item 2 at 30” height, 
            vinyl graphics, Color to be determined. 120/208V 1 phase, plugs into power receptacle in  
            item #2. (Qty 2)   
 
Item2   Solid Top Counter  
            LTI/Specline 3-ST 50” solid top counter with open base rear per sketch, s.s. top, molded  
            fiberglass body, 5” casters, 30” height,  s.s. removable toe kicks front side only, 4” s.s. power  
            chase from counter top to 12 ft ceiling.  Receptacles in base for items 1,3,and 4 with access  
            door on kitchen side.  vinyl graphics and color to be determined.120V 5-15P plug, (Qty 1) 
 
Item3   Cold Counter   
            LTI/Specline 66-CFMA  Tempest air recessed top forced air cold counter, open base rear,  
            s.s. top and tray slides, recessed top for sheet pans, molded fiberglass body, 10” solid  
            ribbed tray slide, CCDB guard with LED lights, drain, 5” casters, 30” height with tray slides  
            mounted flush at 30” AFF.  s.s. removable toe kicks front side only, vinyl graphics, Color to be  
            determined, 120V 5-15P power, plugs into item 2 (Qty 1) 
 
Item 4  Cashier stand               
            LTI/Specline cashier stand 60”, 14 gauge stainless steel top and tray slide, fiberglass body,  
            fixed under shelf, locking cash drawer with bell and removable tray, duplex outlet, hole with  
            grommet, 5” casters, vinyl graphics, 34” height with 10” solid ribbed tray slide mounted at 30”  
            AFF. stainless steel interior liner. color to be determined,120V 5-15 power, plugs into item 2 
            (Qty1) 
 
Item5  Milk Box 
           LTI CPM-BFD-8 Milk box, 8 crate capacity, forced air, single sided service with fold up doors,  
           5” locking casters, drain, vinyl graphics.  (Qty1)  
 
 
Successful Kitchen Equipment Contractor (KEC) to deliver and set in place at school. KEC mount s.s. 
power chase.   KEC to plug into receptacles in item 2. Owner to supply power down power chase to 
receptacles in item 2.  Owner to remove old serving line. KEC to unpack, remove and dispose of all 
trash.  KEC to wipe clean new equipment prior to completion.   


